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A HYBRID MODEL OF SELF-REGULATION AND GOVERNMENTAL REGULATION OF ELECTRONIC COMMERCE

Timothy D. Casey and Jeff Magenau

I. INTRODUCTION

The world is rapidly moving towards an age of ubiquitous globally networked communications; not just communications between and among persons, but also between the electronic devices that serve them; not just between particular government leaders, but among the vast databases and other sources of information upon which regulatory regimes depend; and not just between parties to a transaction, but among the instruments of entire economies.

Eventually, terms such as "e-commerce" will become meaningless distinctions—just as we would not today refer to business conducted over the telephone as "telephone commerce." As communications and commerce and inter-governmental regulatory and law enforcement efforts conducted over networks become commonplace, the notion that government has no role to play will begin to fade. Just as the "Wild, Wild, West" of 19th century America eventually needed a sheriff to establish order, secure the people's safety, and foster predictability for business, so too will the idea of a "lawless" Internet—upon which the networked communications at issue here are currently and may always be based—seem in retrospect a shortsighted and naive concept.
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Having said that, the characteristics of the Internet and other data networks, such as their architectures, render them uniquely resistant or ill-suited to the wholesale application of existing rules and regulations. For one thing, such networks scale to virtually limitless proportions; the space of "cyberspace" is essentially infinite. As such, limited resources, a driving force behind many regulatory regimes, is effectively inapplicable. For another thing, the lack of a significant, more-or-less permanent physical presence—or at least the widely distributed "locations" of content and activity on data networks (e.g., computer hard drives and servers)—raises fundamental, perhaps insurmountable difficulties for the traditional application of jurisdictional principles and enforcement mechanisms.

This article argues that in order to foster business certainty, service providers need to continue investing in network infrastructure and applications, and that a global legal regime that harmonizes the imposition of civil and criminal liability is required. Under existing laws, the "facilitators" of criminal or injurious activity engaged in by others may be held indirectly responsible for such activity in certain situations. As illegal or harmful content or activity moves to data networks (hereinafter referred to as the "Internet"), the difficulty in identifying and accessing the actual perpetrators of criminal or injurious activity gives rise to calls from governments, intellectual property owners, victims of crimes and others to hold Internet service providers responsible for the infringement of the rights of others. The unapologetic aim of placing such a burden on service providers is to encourage them to stop, or control, the illicit activity.

We argue that, in fact, the imposition of overly burdensome regulation or legal liability will instead encourage service providers to reduce investment in infrastructure and new services, or charge more for the services they do provide. Nevertheless, we feel—and recent history supports the notion—that a certain level of regulation and legal liability for acts of third parties is inevitable for service providers.¹ Thus, a regime in which service providers and others know the ground rules, and which largely leaves procedural implementation of legal requirements to service providers, can foster an environment which provides business certainty and remedies for injured parties that is acceptable to all. The service provider liability

¹ Among the U.S. laws that to some extent impose and/or qualify liability on Internet service providers are the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, the Children's Online Privacy Protection Act and the Child Online Protection Act.
provisions of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998 ("DMCA")\(^2\) have generally been successful in this respect.

We note that the elemental framework of the DMCA has found its way to other proposed federal legislation dealing with service provider liability in the U.S. Congress and in the European Union’s regulatory bodies. With that as a starting point, we argue that the imposition of liability for service providers around the world should be harmonized, to the extent possible, both with respect to jurisdiction and type of content or activity.

In order to derive lessons from history and to develop workable models by analogy, we first look at prior and current responses to the development of other new technologies and assess the advantages and drawbacks of those responses.

II. RESPONSE TO OTHER NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Technological change has always been a source of problems that the regulatory and judicial systems have had to address. The development of the printing press, and the idea of education becoming available for the populace, caused Queen Elizabeth to establish the Stationers Charter in a largely successful effort to regulate the dissemination of ideas. Rapid advancements in technology elicited similar responses in the 19\(^{th}\) century. Faced with a confusing array of new communication technologies, courts selected analogies to resolve doubtful legal issues and to establish legal treatment for each new technology. For example, the telegraph was compared and analogized to prior methods of common carriage, and the telephone thereafter compared to the telegraph. A century later the technologies of the telephone, motion pictures and broadcast media have been successfully integrated into the regulatory and legal systems of the United States. In recent years, courts and regulators have once again been faced with a similar challenge with respect to the regulation of the Internet. The history of regulation of other means of mass communications can offer valuable insight in evaluating and integrating different approaches to regulating the Internet.

In 21st century America, government regulation has become a natural part of our daily lives and we seldom consider why the government chooses to regulate certain industries. Different authors have suggested different economic and social policy reasons for government regulation of industry. They include consumer protection, fear of natural monopoly, promotion of market efficiencies, as well as equity and fairness. 3

Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113 (1876), is considered the cornerstone of Supreme Court regulatory jurisprudence and, more importantly, the beginning of modern economic regulation by the government. 4 In Munn, the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of an Illinois statute regulating the price charged by grain elevators against a "takings" challenge. The Court held that a state legislature could set prices charged by monopolies, especially when the service was in the public interest. 5

Consistent with the reasoning expressed by the Supreme Court in Munn, Congress created the Interstate Commerce Commission ("ICC") in 1887 specifically for rate regulation of railroads. 6 Railroads were considered a vital industry for the nation and railroad transportation was in the public interest. The creation of the ICC signaled a new era in the responsibilities of the federal government. For the first time, regulation of a vital industry was committed to an independent agency, an institutional mechanism that was untested on a national level at that time. 7 Since the formation of the ICC, the forms and purposes of regulation have changed in response to economic crises, emerging risks to public health and safety, and technological advances.

The invention of the telephone by Alexander Graham Bell marked a significant technological advancement for American

3. See generally SIDNEY A. SHAPIRO & JOSEPH P. TOMAIN, REGULATORY LAW AND POLICY (2d ed. 1998) for a discussion and analysis of economic and social regulation.


5. Munn v. Illinois, 94 U.S. 113, 134-37 (1876), (Field, J., dissenting) (noting the ambiguity of the Court's justification that when private property is 'affected with a public interest' it is subject to regulatory control by the state, thereby creating an opening for regulation of virtually any private enterprise in the future).


commerce and society in general. Bell patented the telephone in 1876. The expiration of Bell's basic patents in 1893 and 1894 was a signal for open competition. The country experienced a boom in formation of new local telephone operating companies; by the end of the century there were approximately 6,000 providers offering service to 600,000 subscribers. Unfortunately, there was no interconnectedness among all these telephones and a subscriber needed to have two or three instruments in order to communicate effectively with others.

The first sign of significant government involvement in the telephone industry came in 1912, when the Justice Department filed an antitrust suit against AT&T, which controlled all of the long distance circuits and refused to interconnect any other telephone company to its network. In response to the government threat of a break up of the company, AT&T entered into an agreement that would allow all other telephone companies to interconnect. This agreement became known as the Kingsbury Commitment.

By 1934, telecommunications had become so vital to the country that Congress passed the Communications Act ("1934 Act"), and, simultaneously, created the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC"). The 1934 Act created a regulatory system governing the interstate portion of the communications industry. The FCC was created "for the purpose of regulating interstate and foreign commerce in communication by wire and radio so as to make viable, so far as possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, nation-wide, and world-wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reasonable charges."

The regulation of the telephone common carrier was based on market entry price controls, imposing a duty to furnish communication services upon reasonable request. Subsequent anti-competition challenges relating to AT&T's control of the local and long distance

---

10. See id.
11. See id.
12. Thierer, supra note 8, at 272 ("AT&T would sell off its $30 million in Western Union stock, agree not to acquire any other independent companies, and allow other competitors to interconnect with the Bell System"). Id. at 272.
13. Thierer, supra note 8, at 272.
markets by the Department of Justice and MCI Communications resulted in the break-up of AT&T in 1984 and created the regional bell operating companies ("RBOCs"), including, Bell Atlantic, Bell South, Ameritech, SouthWest Bell, Pacific Bell, and NYNEX.

Due to perceptions of inadequate competition in both the long distance and local markets, the 1934 Act was overhauled in 1996. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 ("1996 Act") created a massive shift in the telecommunications industry, deregulating markets that had been under government regulation since their inception. The seven titles of the 1996 Act cover telecommunications services, broadcast services, cable services, federal regulatory reform, obscene and violent content, and miscellaneous issues ranging from radio spectrum sales to the location of telephone poles. Given the lack of current competition in the local markets of the RBOCs only a few years after its passing, the 1996 Act appears to have failed to achieve its stated goals.

The histories of motion picture and broadcasting regulation offer an interesting contrast of regulatory models. In particular, the motion picture industry includes an early period of governmental regulation, followed by industry self-regulation and voluntary ratings. In contrast, the broadcast industry started out relatively self-regulated, but quickly became regulated by the government.

The first regulations of the motion picture industry came from local and state government licensing. Using local business licensing laws, the state and local government regulated through the use of fees and codes. In the early part of the 20th century, states began to institute government licensing schemes and prior review. This type of regulation was upheld by the Supreme Court in Mutual Film Corporation v. Industrial Commission of Ohio. In 1921, the state of New York rejected the self-regulatory scheme proposed by the

18. Id. at 11.
19. Mutual Film Corporation v. Industrial Commission of Ohio, 236 U.S. 230, 242 (1915) (upholding of the pre-censorship of movies because "they may be used for evil, and against that possibility the statute was enacted").
National Board of Review and instituted its own state censorship board. The motion picture industry reacted by creating the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, the industry organization that eventually became the Motion Picture Association of America.\textsuperscript{20} With time, the abuse of power by many state censorship boards became obvious and the Supreme Court struck down the state censorship and encouraged the industry to move toward self-regulation and a ratings system.\textsuperscript{21} The state and local governments in the 1960's began to seek different ways to inform consumers about movies through a formal rating system.\textsuperscript{22} These early attempts at rating systems were struck down by the courts, and the movie industry moved to introduce its own rating system in 1968.\textsuperscript{23} This industry-imposed rating system governs the movie industry today. The self-regulatory model has been subject to numerous congressional attacks for failing to be strict enough and has been revised numerous times. Similar models, subject to similar criticism, have been accepted in other areas, such as the video game industry.

The beginning of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century saw an explosion in growth of wire communication mediums as well. As with numerous other technologies, there were no government regulations in the early stages of radio and television development, ultimately leading to considerable problems. The radio industry as a whole was threatened because the airwaves were flooded with stations in the same geographic territory broadcasting at the same frequencies, resulting in multiple interference problems and causing stations to increase the power of their signals to drown out competing signals.\textsuperscript{24}

The Radio Act of 1927 ("1927 Act") created the five-member Federal Radio Commission ("FRC") to solve the interference problem. The original purpose of broadcast regulation was to ration the use of public electromagnetic spectrum and to impose a public service obligation so that the public interest and necessity would be served.\textsuperscript{25} The 1927 Act was insufficient in some areas to keep up

\textsuperscript{20} RANDALL, \textit{supra} note 17, at 16.
\textsuperscript{22} STEPHEN FARBER, \textit{THE MOVIE RATING GAME} (1972).
\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Id.}
with the demands of the communications industry, and in 1934, Congress passed the Communications Act of 1934. The newly formed FCC replaced the FRC and became the regulator of wire line and wireless technologies.

In 1996 Congress signaled its policy choice of a regulation-free zone for Internet, and information services and technologies through the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Section 230 of the 1996 Act is an explicit endorsement of market self-regulation of the Internet, over government regulation. As a result, although the FCC maintains that it has the discretion to regulate Internet infrastructure and services—but has declined, so far, to do so—it would currently be difficult for it to assert such authority over the express wishes of Congress.

In the area of taxation, Congress initially displayed opposition to federal regulation of the Internet, but the strength of this sentiment may be tested in the near future. The Internet Tax Freedom Act of 1998 ("ITFA") imposed a three-year moratorium on new federal, state and local taxes on Internet access, and a three-year moratorium on new federal taxes on services offered through the Internet. The ITFA, however, does not prohibit all state sales taxes on Internet commerce and only postpones other difficult questions regarding federal taxation of Internet commerce.


27. Beginning in the late 1960s, the FCC distinguished between so-called "basic" and "enhanced" services for purposes of the imposition of government regulation. Since that time, the FCC has consistently declined to regulate enhanced services, which include the types of information services provided over the Internet. While many believe that the FCC was expressly separating out services over which it had no regulatory authority, the agency has maintained that it has always had the discretion to regulate such services, but chose not to do so under an "infant industry" rationale—that the growth of the information services industry would be hindered by intrusive and burdensome regulatory requirements. Now that the information services industry is, by most accounts, a large and healthy one, some have argued that limited regulation is appropriate. In addition, as the networks that carry enhanced information services and the networks that carry basic telecommunications become increasingly indistinguishable—and, in fact, share infrastructure, the FCC's time-honored distinction becomes less rational in its current form. Two recent examples of challenges the FCC faces in this regard are (1) whether and to what extent Internet telephony—ordinary voice calls carried over the Internet—should be subject to telephone regulation; and (2) whether cable networks should be required to open their systems to competitors seeking to provide broadband information services.


29. See id.
In 2001, Congress extended the IFTA's moratorium on federal Internet taxes another two years, to November 1, 2003. During the debate on the extension, the Senate rejected an amendment that would have allowed states to collect sales taxes on each others' behalf—a change favored by traditional retailers who believe their Internet competitors have an unfair advantage, and by state and local governments hoping to recoup $26 billion in uncollected taxes a year.

By contrast, the European Union's approach represents not only greater centralization but also an attempt at worldwide control. Under an EU directive, on-line retailers—regardless of where in the world they operate—will be required to assess value-added taxes on sales made to EU customers, starting in July 2003. American officials already have threatened to refer the issue to the World Trade Organization ("WTO"), fearing that the EU's rules could discriminate against non-EU companies and also serve to exclude them from the EU market. Although the complexities of Internet taxation are beyond the scope of this article, the subject exemplifies the difficult questions raised by Internet commerce.

III. OTHER EFFORTS TO HARMONIZE LAWS

A. The Collision of Copyright Law and The Internet

In the view of many, the rise of the Internet posed a serious threat to the function and effectiveness of copyright law. Even though the Internet existed at the time the United States Copyright Act was substantially amended in 1976, it was not considered a medium that concerned copyright law at that time. The Internet evolved as a global, distributed network of computers with no central authority or control. As such, it has no boundaries as to countries and

33. See BBC NEWS, supra note 31.
continents, and countries that claim a right to regulate the Internet often have a difficult time effectively applying and enforcing their copyright laws. The question often becomes what country's copyright laws should apply to which defendants located where. As of today, there is no governing body that has both international law-making capabilities and the authority to enforce them.

Internet service provider ("ISP") liability for copyright infringement activities has been a difficult issue for the courts to address. Although ISPs generally act as a conduit of information passing through their systems, copyright law has held service providers liable depending upon their degree of knowledge regarding the infringing activity, or their benefit from the illegal content or activity. Owners of copyrights originally viewed any limitation on copyright infringement liability for ISPs as a step in the wrong direction. They made several arguments against the establishment of such limits, based on their concern that it would weaken copyright enforcement over the Internet. For their part, the ISPs made the argument that limitation on liability was necessary to prevent a flood of lawsuits against the ISPs themselves, or against the customers of the ISPs. To many, the argument that the lack of protection from on-line copyright infringement liability could weaken entrepreneurial interest in the ISP industry did not ring true; between 1995 and 1997, revenue from providing Internet access nearly quadrupled. It should be pointed out, however, that during that same period, no court handed down a decision holding ISPs strictly liable for copyright infringement without facts showing direct infringement.

In opposing limitations on liability, some looked to the publishing industry by analogy, and questioned why ISPs should be

35. See Roland, supra note 34.
36. See id.
37. See id.
39. See, Liberto, supra note 38.
41. See id., at ¶ 55.
42. See id.
43. See id.
In their view, ISPs were essentially publishers, albeit in a new forum. Many argued that ISPs should bear their share of the burden like everyone else. The argument was made that the ISPs performed a unique and lucrative function for the Internet, were uniquely positioned to help reduce copyright infringement by Internet users, and therefore, individual ISPs should have a legal duty to help decrease on-line piracy and a legal responsibility to monitor their users for copyright infringement.

B. Initial Response: The Administration’s White Paper

The Clinton Administration began addressing the issue of on-line copyright infringement during its first term. In February 1993, it established the Information Infrastructure Task Force (“IITF”). The IITF was to implement programs that would assist in the development of what the Administration referred to as the National Information Infrastructure (“NII”), now generally called the Internet. The Clinton Administration responded to complaints from music, software, and movie (collectively, “content”) companies in 1995 by proposing legislation as part of a white paper report entitled Intellectual Property and the National Information Infrastructure, known in the industry as the “White Paper.” The White Paper addressed many topics including encryption, digital signatures, and on-line copyright management information, in addition to outlining the Administration’s policy regarding the issue of on-line copyright infringement liability for ISPs. The proposed legislation was never adopted, however, due to concerns raised by ISPs and a number of other entities. Subsequent attempts were likewise unsuccessful, until the basic concepts of the White Paper were incorporated into draft treaties being considered by the World Intellectual Property Organization (“WIPO”) in 1996.

44. See id.
46. See Harrington, supra note 40.
47. See id.
48. See id.
49. See id.
50. TIMOTHY D. CASEY, ISP LIABILITY SURVIVAL GUIDE 100 (2000).
51. See Harrington, supra note 40.
52. See Morrissey, supra note 34.
C. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA")

By the time the WIPO treaties were presented to the United States for ratification,53 members of Congress had begun to understand the intricacies of the ISP liability issue and had agreed that the treaties needed to be implemented.54 This led to negotiation sessions between major copyright owners and communications companies.55 The outcome of all of this work was Title II of the DMCA, which was signed into law in the United States in October, 1998.56 This legislation accomplished three main objectives: 1) codified into statutory law the rule that passive automatic acts cannot be the foundation for a finding of on-line copyright infringement; 2) made it harder to establish a case of contributory or vicarious copyright infringement against an ISP; and 3) in cases where ISPs take action against alleged copyright violators, protected ISPs from lawsuits when they acted to aid copyright owners in restricting or impeding infringement.57 The law does not establish an unqualified exemption to copyright infringement liability;58 it is a restriction on liability, and the restriction takes the form of a statutory change in the remedies that the plaintiff has available, rather than by establishing a legal exemption to copyright infringement liability.59

The DMCA provides that a service provider shall not be liable for copyright infringement caused by the storage at the direction of a user of material that is on a system or network controlled or operated by or for the service provider, if the service provider: 1) does not have knowledge that the material is infringing, is not aware of facts or circumstances from which the infringing activity is apparent, or after being made aware of such facts or circumstances, acts expeditiously to remove or disable access to the material; 2) does not receive a financial benefit directly related to the infringing activity in a case where the service provider has the right and ability to control the

53. Principally, the Copyright Treaty, adopted by WIPO on December 20, 1996. This treaty responded to a widely-held belief that the copyright laws of many countries inadequately addressed the issues raised by the digital distribution of works over computer networks. The treaty's preamble "[r]ecogniz[es] the profound impact of the development and convergence of information and communication technologies on the creation and use of literary and artistic work." See Morrissey, supra note 34.
54. CASEY, supra note 50, at 103.
55. See id.
56. See id.
57. Id.
58. See id.
59. Id.
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activity; and 3) upon notice of infringement, expeditiously removes or disables access to the allegedly infringing material.60

Title II of the DMCA was the first law specifically written to address the liability of on-line service providers, and it has formed the basis for many of the laws that have followed and will unquestionably influence the world's legal direction on this issue long into the future.61 It generally limits liability of Internet service providers for a range of activities including transitory digital network communications, system caching, referring or linking users to sites containing infringing materials, and the storage of copyright infringing material on their systems.62 Prior to the DMCA, ISPs were potentially liable for direct and contributory infringement attributable to their own actions, as well as subject to vicarious liability for the acts of subscribers who were directly infringing.63

The DMCA specifically provides that nothing in the statute should be construed to condition its protections on monitoring a service or pursuing facts indicating infringing activity unless pursuant to a standard technical measure.64 The DMCA also provides that ISPs are not obligated to gain access to, remove, or disable access to material in cases where doing so would be forbidden by law.65 The legislation is not intended to discourage service providers from monitoring their services for infringing material; however, in deference to privacy concerns, ISPs are specifically not required to monitor.

The service provider liability provisions of the DMCA amount to a compromise between what can generally be classified as the content industry and ISPs. In the end, the major content owners—movie studios, record labels, and others—compromised on their initial insistence that ISPs be subject to liability for the infringements of their customers or other users of their networks, and ISPs compromised on their initial insistence that ISPs be wholly exempt from such liability. What this compromise offers is some recourse

61. CASEY, supra note 50, at 17.
63. See Anderman & Paez, supra note 62.
64. See Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, 17 U.S.C. § 12(m); CASEY, supra note 50, at 117.
65. See Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, supra note 64.
and some protection for both sides. In addition, and perhaps most importantly, it offers greater predictability for both industries at a time when fast-changing technologies, markets, and business methods are forcing companies to turn on a dime and often "bet the ranch" on their next move.

Although it is difficult to predict how each industry's current business decision might be different had the DMCA greatly favored one side or the other, we note that both industries are investing with abandon in new technologies and in new ways of doing business. We believe that the thoroughly debated, well-balanced outcome of the DMCA's service provider liability provisions serve as a powerful example of a workable solution to what once seemed like an insurmountable problem.

IV. HARMONIZED INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT FRAMEWORK

As of this writing, even though the EU has adopted a Directive "on certain legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market" ("E-Commerce Directive") that limits the liability of ISPs, the EU is considering legislation that could make service providers liable for unauthorized copies of protected works made as part of an automated process in routers and cache servers solely for the purpose of efficient network transmission. Shortly after the EU adopted its E-Commerce Directive in 2000, it issued a directive on harmonizing copyright laws. This copyright directive includes a specific exemption from liability for copyright infringement for "temporary reproduction" that occurs during network transmission and that has no separate economic value. The exemption protects ISPs from liability for the copying that occurs during automated routing and caching processes on their servers, provided the ISPs meet certain conditions including, when necessary, taking certain actions to prevent or discourage infringing activities. These conditions may include the requirement that ISPs remove or prevent the transmission of data that copyright owners claim infringe their works. In many cases, however, such temporary copies occur so

68. See id.
quickly that they are imperceptible. As a practical matter, it is difficult to understand how ISPs could manage the burden of fulfilling such a requirement and thereby avoid liability. For one thing, there are no national or international on-line databases containing all the copyrighted material in the world that can be checked to confirm copyright protection and authorizations. But, even if there were such databases, it would be unreasonable for a service provider to be expected to check the myriad of packets passing through routers and cache servers against the database for infringing material. For another thing, in the context of temporary transmissions of small, digitized portions of a single work—as opposed to the storage on a server of an entire work—it would be administratively overwhelming, if not technically impossible, to comply with demands by copyright owners that such temporary transmissions be stopped or prevented.

An international agreement on copyright protection of individual expressions in a digital arena has to be the solution. Even with no additional treaty to deal with the Internet and with the protection of intellectual property on-line, it is necessary for those who wish to ensure protection throughout the world to find a way to bring all of those countries that are not members of the Berne Convention or other treaties into the mix. However, even reliance upon an international copyright protection scheme will not resolve all the problems of copyright infringement lurking on the Internet. As noted, the Internet does not have physical boundaries. The combination of fast-moving technology, the complexities of copyright law, and policy-makers who are not familiar with those complexities, will continue to place strains on copyright law and frustrate Internet users now and in the future.

Nevertheless, seeking a flexible framework, balancing the interests of all concerned parties and taking advantage of lessons learned in the past, is a worthwhile endeavor. When evaluating the optimal regulatory structure for electronic commerce and other Internet activity, it may be helpful to analyze previous attempts to harmonize regulations in a variety of subject areas, in addition to examining previous efforts to impose regulatory structures upon the Internet. The analysis below categorizes existing or proposed international regulatory structures into four types: (1) unilateral governmental efforts with far reaching effects; (2) attempts at global or wide-spread regulatory structures; (3) efforts to harmonize among

71. CASEY, supra note 50, at 101.
key players; and (4) self-regulation. The categories are discussed in descending order of "external coercion," a phrase understood as "control or influence by governments or other external actors." While e-commerce businesses may reflexively seek to pursue the policy of pure self-regulation, this analysis will question whether such a policy is a realistic and workable solution and whether another one of the categories might better serve such businesses in the long run.

The category of regulation described as unilateral governmental actions represents a type of regulation that had been thought to be on the wane. Increased liberalism in trade policies, advanced through processes such as "rounds" of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") and institutions such as the newly-created World Trade Organization ("WTO"), has, in the last 50 years, led to a decrease in both tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade. One of the principal reasons for this downward pressure is that, while governments of individual states remain the ultimate sovereigns in the international system, the increasing volume of cross-border trade has made it possible for parties to avoid states with regulatory regimes that were deemed too costly or restrictive. The interconnectedness of the Internet throws a considerable wrench into any form of unitary action—especially one based on border controls. The purchaser of goods or services on the Internet, the provider of Internet access services to that purchaser, the seller's principal place of business, state of incorporation, web site hosting facility, and warehouse, may all be located within different jurisdictions and no one jurisdiction may be able to control activity taking place outside its borders. As a result, significant questions have been raised about the application of laws to the Internet, such as who may issue and enforce regulations regarding Internet activity, where disputes may be resolved, and what law applies to disputes. Attempts by businesses to comply with the laws of every state or jurisdiction that could possibly be implicated in conducting global electronic commerce would prove to be incredibly costly.

One particularly troublesome example of the global effects of unilateral actions is the November 20, 2000 ruling of a French judge,

73. See American Bar Association Cyberspace Law Committee, Achieving Legal and Business Order in Cyberspace: A Report on Global Jurisdiction Issues Created by the Internet, 55 BUS. LAW. 1801, 1812 (2000). This report is the product of the American Bar Association (ABA) Global Jurisdiction Project, empanelled in 1998 under the title, "Transnational Issues in Cyberspace: A Project on the Law Relating to Jurisdiction."
74. See id. at 1813.
holding that the U.S. Internet portal company Yahoo! must block French users from viewing and purchasing Nazi memorabilia on its U.S.-based auction web site or face a daily fine of 100,000 French Francs (approximately $14,000). Judge Jean-Jacques Gomez based his ruling on an existing French law that prohibits the display of objects that incite racial hatred. The company had already removed these items from its French-language and French-domain named auction site, “http://fr.auctions.yahoo.com/,” but not its U.S.-based auction site “http://auctions.yahoo.com/.” The Judge received advice from a panel of Internet experts regarding the ability of filtering techniques to block French users from accessing the allegedly offensive content. Two of the three experts were Vint Cerf, one of the founders of the Internet, and the current Chairman of the Internet governing body, the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”); both expressed dismay about the effects of the ruling. The implications for e-commerce jurisdiction are significant, as businesses seeking to avoid regulation in a foreign country may be forced not only to refrain from purposefully directing prohibited content at nationals of the regulating country, but could actually be required to install protective measures to prevent nationals from a regulating country, even those speaking another language than their native tongue, from accessing a site not specifically directed at them. Cerf stated bluntly that the judge ignored the experts' observation that "if every jurisdiction in the world insisted on some


78. See Vive la Liberte!, supra note 75; Enos, supra note 77.

form of filtering for its particular geographic territory, the world wide web would stop functioning.\textsuperscript{80} Several European businesspersons immediately decried the judgment, suggesting that its effect would be to embolden special interests seeking to regulate the Internet, to cause businesses operating on the Internet to take their assets out of France, and to promote a situation where Internet businesses might be subject to the regulations of every country.\textsuperscript{81} Yahoo! responded to the French court order by filing suit in U.S. District Court in San Jose, California, asking for a declaratory judgment that the French court’s verdict violates the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and provisions of the Communications Decency Act that immunize ISPs from third party conduct, and that the French decision would be unenforceable because it would be technically impossible for the company to block French purchases of Nazi material.\textsuperscript{82} At about the same time, Yahoo! announced that it would ban hate-related materials from its U.S. web site, a decision which it claims is unrelated to the French opinion, but one which would preserve its right to go forward in U.S. courts while possibly providing a way of complying with the effect of the French order.\textsuperscript{83} Some commentators have suggested that the success of the plaintiffs in the Yahoo! case of achieving much of their desired result may embolden others to undertake similar suits in foreign courts aiming to censor American on-line speech.\textsuperscript{84}

In 2001, a federal district judge ruled that the French order violated Yahoo!’s First Amendment rights and was therefore unenforceable in the United States.\textsuperscript{85} The French plaintiffs have

\textsuperscript{80} Ward, supra note 79.
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appealed the case to the Ninth Circuit, but if the ruling stands, it will, in the words of a Yahoo! lawyer, prevent Internet content operators from having to operate in accordance with "a lowest common denominator standard for protected speech on the Net." In 2002, the French courts responded, agreeing to try Yahoo!'s former CEO on criminal charges of condoning war crimes, carrying the maximum sentence for such a conviction of five years in prison and a $39,800 fine. The French court ruled that French law applied to Yahoo!'s English-language sites even though they are based elsewhere.

Fears of further assertions of extraterritorial jurisdiction may be well-founded as German prosecutors began a criminal prosecution of Yahoo! in 2000 for allegedly selling the forbidden book Mein Kampf, by Adolf Hitler, on Yahoo!'s auction site, to consumers in Germany. The criminal prosecution of Yahoo! in Germany was subsequently dropped, and the German court noted that as a supplier of internet services, Yahoo! was not responsible for the site's content. In India, a magistrate has found sufficient evidence of violations of the country's pornography laws to begin a trial of directors of a company whose on-line service allows users to find other web sites, some of which may be pornographic, by means of a search engine. The complaint alleges that the company failed to properly screen out pornographic material and allowed users to follow hyperlinks to pornographic web sites, which are believed to be located in the United States.

Another recent example of a unilateral action by a governmental body having significant effects outside its borders is the EU Directive

86. Kaplan, supra note 84.
89. See James Connell, Yahoo and Germany, INT'L HERALD TRIB., March 27, 2001, at 15.
91. See Mumbai, supra note 90.
95/46/EC on the Protection of Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and the Free Movement of Such Data ("EU Privacy Directive"), which became effective on October 24, 1998. The EU Privacy Directive sets standards for transfers of personal information within the EU, as well as for transfers to third countries that are not members of the EU. The effect is to significantly restrict businesses located in non-EU member states from electronic commerce with states in the EU, if these non-EU businesses do not meet the EU privacy standards. The United States did not respond with a matching regulatory structure, but instead negotiated a "safe-harbor" provision that still leaves most of the burden on individual companies to comply with the EU Privacy Directive's "adequacy" standard. The EU regulations have significant effects on corporations, compelling them to establish "principles" and "guidelines" to comply with the terms of the EU Privacy Directive and possibly forego business opportunities that they might otherwise take in the absence of such regulation. The EU's action was the result of pressure from member states with significant data protection laws, such as France, to prohibit transfers of data to other member states, such as Italy, without such protections. As of July 2002, 220 American companies have self-certified as falling within the safe harbor provisions.

In 2002, a German court ruled that deep linking—hypertext links that bypass the front page of a Web site—to stories on a newspaper's Web site violated the EU's 1996 Database Directive. That regulation prohibits the "unfair extraction" of materials contained in a database. The ruling reaches the opposite result from that of an American court that looked at the same issue in 2000. In the U.S. case, a federal district court ruled that hyperlinks do not, by
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themselves, violate copyright laws.\textsuperscript{100} The judge analogized linking to using a library's card index to refer to particular items.

Although the EU is a regional organization, with no jurisdiction outside its member states, its rule-making action, conducted without the significant participation of outside countries, has had significant effects outside its boundaries. One effect of this unilateral action is to allow disparate jurisdictions to create a fragmented patchwork of regulation that would effectively allow any jurisdiction to attempt to regulate the entire Internet.\textsuperscript{101} This would reverse the criticism of trade-liberalization as a "race to the bottom" and instead create an environment that would cause global electronic commerce companies to respond, inefficiently, to the highest common denominator of regulation.

The establishment of a free trade regime where states voluntarily submit to dispute settlement by the WTO would support the assertion that one should not be overly concerned about the EU's Privacy Directive. After all, states would then have the recourse against significant non-tariff barriers to trade and significant alternative markets in which to conduct commerce without submitting to regulations such as those imposed by the EU.\textsuperscript{102} One might expect this resulting flight of potential commerce and investment capital to provide an incentive for the EU to avoid such regulation. However, because of the size of the EU economy, relative to the other economies of the world, the opportunity for it to exert its influence in international commerce, even if arguably contrary to its self-interest, is a possibility that should concern other potentially affected states.\textsuperscript{103}


\textsuperscript{103} See European Union, Delegation of the European Commission to the United States, Facts and Figures on the European Union and United States, at http://www.eurunion.org/profile/facts.htm (last visited Aug. 1, 2002) (the EU claims that in 2000 its Gross Domestic Product (GDP) was $7.84 Trillion compared with a United States 2000 GDP of $9.9 Trillion); See also, European Report, FBE Alludes to Return of Parity Between Euro and the Dollar, Dec. 2000 (discussing the growing strength of the European economy and
An example of the negative consequences resulting from the imposition of unilateral regulations is represented in the "Brussels Regulation" or "Brussels 1" regulation. This provision, which European Justice Ministers signed November 30, 2000, would allow European consumers who order goods or services over the Internet from a business in another EU country to sue that business in the consumer’s home country. Supporters of the regulation hailed it as a measure that would increase consumers’ confidence in e-commerce because they would be protected by the same consumer protection laws that are applicable when shopping off-line. Representatives from various business interests were harshly critical of the measure though, suggesting that on-line merchants may purposefully avoid EU countries and observed that such regulation may fragment the EU’s common market. Some European organizations are “furious” with the apparent inconsistencies between the Brussels 1 Regulation and the EU E-Commerce Directive. The controversy over this jurisdictional regulation could also foreshadow similar opposition to an initiative to update the Rome Convention on choice of law to apply to e-commerce disputes.

Some unilateral actions by foreign governments complement on-going efforts by the U.S. government. Congress considered an anti-spam bill in 2002 that would have imposed criminal penalties for the transmission of unsolicited commercial e-mail that contained false or misleading header information. The bill also required spammers to include identifying, opt-out, and physical address information in any
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unsolicited commercial e-mail. While the FTC or state attorneys general could bring claims on behalf of the public, the bill would also permit an ISP to file a civil action and to recover treble damages for harm caused to its network. Opponents of strong anti-spam legislation include corporations such as Citicorp and Procter & Gamble, as well as commercial associations such as the National Retail Federation and the American Insurance Association, who argue that the bills would restrict e-mail marketing and disadvantage electronic commerce.111 Although many states have their own anti-spam laws, these measures suffer from difficulties in coverage, enforcement, and jurisdiction, increasing the significance of federal action.112 The European Union approved an anti-spam directive in 2002 that establishes a default opt-in rule, meaning that consumers must give permission to marketers before being sent commercial e-mail.113

The opposite of unilateral actions are global or near-consensus agreements that take into account a multitude of views. One of the problems with such consensus mechanisms is that often in areas such as content regulation, intellectual property protection, privacy and security, where several parties may have very different interests; it is exceptionally difficult to develop principles agreed to by all. Additionally, even if the parties can agree on the rules that are to govern a given regime, constructing an enforcement mechanism that is binding on international parties and accepted by domestic governments has been one of the most significant challenges in international relations. One example of the difficulty in reaching consensus is in the area of copyright protection. The Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (“Berne Convention”), signed in Berne, Switzerland on September 9, 1886, represented an early attempt to create an international regime for copyright protection. However, the rigid adherence of the U.S. to the
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114. MELVILLE B. NIMMER & DAVID NIMMER, NIMMER ON COPYRIGHT § 17.01 [B][1] (2000); CRAIG JOYCE ET AL., COPYRIGHT LAW 21 (Matthew Bender & Co. ed. 5th ed. 2000).
requirement of copyright notice, specifically the use of the ©, or "circle C" symbol, prevented the country from joining the Berne Convention for over 102 years.\textsuperscript{115} Several of the functions of the Berne Convention were carried out through the Universal Copyright Convention (which the U.S. joined in 1955) and through the "backdoor to Berne" access, and ultimately the United States did join the Berne Convention and the 1996 WIPO Copyright Treaty. Nevertheless, the example of Berne demonstrates the difficulties with relying on multilateral agreements to establish order.\textsuperscript{116} An example of intractable differences that would prohibit certain agreements is "content regulation," what many Americans derisively refer to as "censorship." While multiple jurisdictions may agree on the criminality of certain forms of expression on the Internet, such as child pornography, the Yahoo! dispute demonstrates how differing domestic laws can make agreement impossible. In France, the prevention of racial hatred takes precedence over unrestrained speech, whereas in the U.S. the First Amendment of the Constitution prohibits Congress from making such a choice.\textsuperscript{117}

Although obtaining the consensus required to conclude international agreements has proven difficult, once achieved, the agreements have significantly contributed to the creation of regimes that facilitate order.\textsuperscript{118} After adoption by the U.S. and a total of over 140 countries, the Berne Convention ultimately has progressed towards the goal of "universalizing" copyright law through the establishment of "minimum standards" with which countries adhering to the treaty comply in their domestic law.\textsuperscript{119} The treaties push countries toward consistency of treatment by including a requirement for "national treatment," which gives nationals the same protection in other countries that they receive in their own country.\textsuperscript{120}

Achieving effective enforcement of international treaties has been consistently hampered by the failure to obtain the consent of sovereign states to such agreements that are binding upon them. Two notable examples from U.S. history are the failure to ratify the League of Nations Treaty and the withdrawal of the U.S. from compulsory jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice ("ICJ") following
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United States v. Nicaragua (Nicaraguan Harbors).\textsuperscript{121} The recent creation of an intellectual property regime following the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") increases prospects for an enhanced enforcement regime for intellectual property, beyond that of previous treaties dealing with intellectual property. The protocol on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights ("TRIPs") provides a method for enforcement in addition to national treatment and minimum standards, and use of a WTO adjudicatory panel.\textsuperscript{122} Possible sanctions authorized under the WTO's Dispute Settlement Understanding ("DSU") include retaliatory sanctions, e.g., cross-sector sanctions against an area other than intellectual property.\textsuperscript{123}

Given the problems of unilateral action and the difficulties of multilateral agreements, much greater emphasis has been placed on the "harmonization" of electronic commerce laws by developing model codes or uniform laws that would be enacted in multiple jurisdictions. One of the current efforts to do this is through the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law ("UNCITRAL") Model Law on Electronic Commerce ("Model Law").\textsuperscript{124} The Model Law does not seek to become a detailed "code" that would specify every rule applying to electronic commerce, but instead, attempts to provide general principles and procedures from which states may draw their own codes tailored to their individual circumstances and preferences.\textsuperscript{125} The ultimate goal of such an effort is to give to electronic transactions similar treatment as that received by paper-based communications.\textsuperscript{126} An additional example of a consensus agreement that articulates only broad principles and guidelines is the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s ("OECD") Recommendation of the Council concerning Guidelines Governing the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data ("OECD Guidelines").\textsuperscript{127} This
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\textsuperscript{127} Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), Guidelines
farsighted document articulates general principles that one might use in constructing privacy regulations. It has been cited as an influence in the development of privacy regulations in member countries, yet it has no binding authority on any OECD member.128

Technological developments will also affect the legal battles over applying national laws worldwide. "Geographical zoning" software has the potential to determine an Internet user's physical location, so that Web sites can block or limit the content accessible according to local laws.129 Widespread use of such technology would force ISPs to reevaluate their policies for access and their roles in acting as "mere conduits" for information.

The creation of the UNCITRAL Model Law may be compared and contrasted with the attempts in the United States to update the Universal Commercial Code ("UCC") to address electronic commerce and electronic data transmission.130 The UCC has heretofore been considered a successful uniform code, having been implemented in some form in every state of the United States.131 The Uniform Computer Information Transaction Act ("UCITA") began as an attempt to create a UCC Article 2B that would specifically address choice of law and contract issues relating to digital information or digitally delivered services.132 UCITA has been embroiled in controversy regarding standard form contracts and mass-market licenses as well as the lack of certain consumer protections.133 As of August 2002, UCITA had only been adopted by two states, Maryland and Virginia.134 Some commentators suggest that the UNCITRAL
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process, which is more flexible than that of the UCC and minimizes intrusion into domestic law, will be more successful than UCITA. However, the experience of the United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea (which was hindered for several years by the persistent efforts of developing nations to affect a wealth redistribution system concerning the mining of mineral nodules from the seafloor) is suggestive of the difficulties to be encountered in enacting regulations at a global level.

In addition to harmonization efforts that aspire to global application, such as UNCITRAL, another approach to creating governance structures is to begin with an agreement between a small number of key actors, then slowly build consensus. This approach was implemented with significant success in the establishment of capital adequacy standards for international banks in a framework commonly known as the "Basle Accord." The Basle Accord began as a bilateral agreement between the United States and United Kingdom and expanded to include the Group of Ten ("G-10") countries. However, because the Basle Accord has limited its membership to the G-10, it has been able to better reflect the interests of the primary banking institutions and to avoid becoming sidetracked by the concerns of minor banking players. An electronic commerce agreement forged between the G-10 countries would similarly be able to focus on the concerns of the most significant countries involved in electronic commerce. However, countries excluded from the process would likely protest their lack of input. One solution to this problem would be to specify a minimum volume of electronic commerce to become a participant in such a regime. That way, small countries with a significant amount of e-commerce activity would not be
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excluded on non-relevant factors such as population or geographic size.

One regulatory structure that has worked very effectively in an environment of decentralization and complexity that is similar to that of electronic commerce is the one found in the domestic regulation of securities: self-regulation with government supervision. In the United States, much of the regulation of securities markets is conducted by industry-created self regulatory organizations ("SROs"), including the National Association of Securities Dealers ("NASD") and the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE"), which are themselves overseen by the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). Imposition of such a regulatory structure for e-commerce would likely involve the creation of industry-sponsored self-regulatory organizations to regulate privacy issues and consumer fraud concerns, with oversight provided by an existing federal body such as the U.S. Federal Trade Commission, which has shown that it is not afraid to get involved in policing electronic commerce.

The evolution of the Basle Accord has also begun to fit into this model, with rigid rules on capital levels being replaced by models that allow self-assessment of risk and reward effective self-analysis with reduced stringency of regulation. This evolution of the Basle Accord was an innovative industry response to what began as a more rigid regulatory regime. Electronic commerce companies may be able to implement such a strategy if they find themselves under inflexible laws and regulations where industry self-regulation offers a more effective alternative that is acceptable to regulators.

Pure self-regulation reflects the current state of supervision in many areas of electronic commerce, such as privacy. However, there are several reasons to suggest that this framework either may not last, or may not be the optimal environment for businesses attempting to conduct electronic commerce. The governmental efforts to regulate electronic commerce, including the EU Privacy Directive, UNCITRAL, and UCITA, discussed above, as well as other actions, such as the U.S. Children's' Online Privacy Protection Act ("COPPA"), suggest that belief in the continued existence of self-
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regulation may simply be an unrealistic expectation in many areas of electronic commerce. Congress, which once chanted the mantra "we're not going to regulate the Internet," has changed its tune and proposed and implemented a whole slew of new invasive regulations. Additionally, doubts can be raised about the effectiveness of industry self-regulation. The case of Toysmart.com, which attempted, as part of its bankruptcy proceeding, to sell its customer lists in violation of its own privacy policy, suggests some of the ways that self-regulation can break down. A cause of particular dismay for advocates of self-regulation was the failure of third party certification agency TRUSTe to stop one of its licensees from violating their agreement.

Such breakdowns in self-control are important to electronic commerce participants who may suffer reputation harm by being associated with merchants who are perceived as lacking credibility with respect to their willingness to adhere to privacy or security policies. The resulting loss of confidence creates an electronic commerce marketplace where efficient transactions are foregone, due to lack of certainty about privacy and security issues. Adopting policies and procedures that raise the confidence of participants in electronic commerce may lead to the creation of markets that promote more transactions than they inhibit, creating greater wealth for all e-commerce participants.
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V. CRIMINAL LIABILITY

There are national economies great and small, and there are vastly different cultural views from country to country, all of which affect and compound problems associated with Internet content and electronic commerce activity. But two things found in common among every township and village the world over are the propensity of some people to commit crimes, and the inclination of local authorities to enact and enforce consumer protection laws. They come in a variety of shapes and colors, but they're all cut of essentially the same cloth.

No discussion of the problems facing ISPs and e-commerce companies is complete without assessing the risk of criminal liability for the acts of others and the possibility of running afoul of local consumer protection laws.

As a general matter, issues of criminal liability often turn on the fact that what may be perfectly legal in one place is criminal in another. As a related matter, who may be held responsible for criminal activity varies as well; in the courts of some countries, a disinclination to hold ISPs criminally liable for the acts of their customers is strongly emerging, while in other countries, the opposite is true. On the enforcement side, efforts are increasing to coordinate criminal investigative activities. Officials from the Group of Eight ("G-8") countries announced an effort to seek common law enforcement standards for the Internet. The officials' proposal included a call for the establishment of a central office to coordinate the investigation of on-line criminal activity. While the sensibilities of courts may vary widely, one thing is clear: law enforcement authorities are less ambivalent. Police and government investigators around the world speak in a common voice in calling for regulation of Internet activity, including increased access to ISP networks.

The prospect of liability for "crimes" that constitute normal, even honorable (e.g., free speech) behavior in an ISP's or e-commerce company's home country may seem anathema. The
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149. The U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation has consistently sought and promoted policies and legislation expanding its access to communications and transactions on the Internet and other networks.
service provider's instinct may be to speak out against any potential imposition of liability, contemptuously ignoring the threat; or attempt to avoid the problem, to the extent possible, by not doing business in such a country. As we have seen with respect to civil liability for copyright infringement however, there may be administratively and economically palatable solutions to avoiding or complying with onerous laws that exploit markets, which would otherwise be lost.

The prospect of being subject to local consumer protection laws is a particularly vexing problem for e-commerce companies. Inexpensive access to the Internet and the decreasing cost of providing rich content and services has lowered barriers of entry to global markets. At the same time, buyers can now conduct business with sellers who cannot afford to defend themselves when disputes arise that subject them to the consumer protection laws—and the courts—of the buyer's locale. Traditionally, the disparity of resources in favor of sellers almost always justified subjecting sellers to the jurisdiction of buyers for purposes of resolving disputes or defending against claims brought by consumer protection authorities. The parties to an e-commerce transaction however, may be similarly situated; that is, the seller may have no resource advantage over the buyer.

As such, e-commerce companies that target—or at least do not attempt to exclude—buyers in foreign states must carefully weigh the risks of being subject to multiple jurisdictions. As a practical matter, this may entail absorbing losses associated with customer complaints and enduring default judgments on claims brought by consumer protection authorities. While such judgments are undesirable from a business perspective (e.g., reputation damage), it is important to remember that the same factors that inhibit an on-line seller from defending itself in the first place, limit the effect (i.e. enforcement) of a judgment as a practical matter; namely, no physical contacts with, or assets in, the jurisdiction.

150. The same interactive technology and innovative business methods that foster a comfortable and engaging forum for e-commerce transactions may provide opportunities to avoid the long arm of consumer protection authorities. To the extent that buyers, or consumers, have traditionally been viewed as un-empowered as compared to most sellers, e-commerce site operators may seek to dispel that notion by empowering consumers and customers with dynamic disclosures, user-friendly, easy to navigate terms and conditions and other methods.

151. Consumer-friendly e-commerce sites may also realize a competitive advantage by building a reputation that is as sensitive to consumer protection issues (i.e. the best interests of its customers), just as some bricks-and-mortar businesses have established reputations for superior customer service.
Like criminal law enforcement, consumer protection officials have begun coordinating efforts with colleagues around the world. In late 2000, The U.S. Federal Trade Commission hosted a meeting of consumer protection authorities from nine countries, five U.S. administrative agencies, and twenty-three U.S. states. It is reasonable to assume that the same rationale that led the guardians of intellectual property rights and criminal investigative authorities to ISPs, will lead to calls from consumer protection officials for help in reducing on-line fraud and other nefarious business practices. To the extent that ISPs may be subject to liability for the shady dealings of their customers, the need for predictability will require a harmonized approach to imposing—including limiting—such liability. In the context of consumer protection, there has been significant effort around the world to promote the use of on-line dispute resolution services to bring together remote parties to a dispute in a fast and economical manner. It may be possible to extend such efficiencies to consumer protection authorities and to the subjects of their claims, in some cases.

VI. A CLOSER LOOK AT THE BALANCED APPROACH OF NOTICE AND TAKEDOWN

While no one regulatory policy model will effectively allow governments to control every type of content or activity on the Internet, there is at least one model that shows great promise and should be considered as the foundation for a harmonized approach to global content/activity regulation. This model, called “Notice and Take Down,” has two major components: (1) limited immunization from damages, when certain conditions have been met, wherever an involved party lacks control over the content/activity involved; and (2) limited damages (e.g., only injunctive relief), when certain conditions are met, wherever a party has the right and ability to control content/activity but is not the originator of such content/activity, and complies within a reasonable period of time to an adequate notice (or in response to an appropriate knowledge standard) to block or remove such contact/activity. If content/activity is removed by mistake, a process exists for having it returned. Removing third parties from the dispute is only a process for dealing with illegal control/activity once it has been appropriately
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identified, and is completely unaffected by the nature of content/activity being so regulated.

The Conference Report on the DMCA cites two purposes of Title II.\textsuperscript{154} The first is preserving "strong incentives for service providers and copyright owners to cooperate to detect and deal with copyright infringements that take place in the digital networked environment."\textsuperscript{155} Simultaneously, the law is designed to provide "greater certainty to service providers concerning their legal exposure for infringements that may occur in the course of their activities."\textsuperscript{156} This law adds a new section (§ 512) to the Copyright Act,\textsuperscript{157} limiting the liability of service providers arising from four activities: transitory digital network communications, system caching, information residing on systems or networks at direction of users, and information location tools (e.g., hyperlinks, on-line directories and search engines).\textsuperscript{158} The provisions entitle qualified service providers to a complete bar on monetary damages.\textsuperscript{159} In addition, Title II restricts the availability of injunctive or other equitable relief.\textsuperscript{160} In order to be entitled to these "safe harbor" protections, a party must qualify as a "service provider" under §§ 512(k)(1)(A) and (B), and meet several conditions.\textsuperscript{161} A service provider must designate with the Copyright Office an agent that will receive DMCA notifications.\textsuperscript{162} The service provider must develop a procedure for processing DMCA notifications and for filing that information on its website.\textsuperscript{163} With regard to information residing on systems or networks at the direction of users and information location tools, the service provider cannot have actual knowledge of the infringing content, or be aware of facts or circumstances from which infringement is apparent.\textsuperscript{164} If the
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service provider obtains knowledge or awareness, it must act expeditiously to remove or disable access to such material. In addition, the service provider cannot receive any financial benefit directly attributable to the infringing activity in a situation where the service provider has the right and ability to control such activity.

Title II also creates a procedure by which a copyright owner may request a federal court to issue a subpoena to a service provider in order to identify an alleged infringer. However, the statute specifically states that it does not condition the availability of the safe harbor provisions on the service provider monitoring its services or affirmatively searching for infringing activity. The protections also cannot be conditioned on the service provider gaining access to, removing, or disabling access to material in cases in which such conduct is prohibited by law.

A notice and takedown procedure is also applied in Section 4 of the EU E-Commerce Directive. Service providers are provided with limited liability in the conduct of caching and hosting activities and when acting as a "mere conduit." The preamble to the E-Commerce Directive states that the liability limitations are necessary to eliminate disparities between member states regarding the liability of service providers and to develop "rapid and reliable procedures for removing and disabling access to illegal information." The preamble suggests that this arrangement "strikes a balance between the different interests at stake and establishes principles upon which industry standards can be based." As in the DMCA, service providers that obtain actual knowledge or awareness of illegal activities have to act expeditiously to remove or disable access to the information. The E-Commerce Directive does not preclude the imposition of injunctions by courts and administrative authorities to remove or disable information deemed to be illegal. Although the E-Commerce Directive seeks greater uniformity in the imposition of liability to service providers and precludes general monitoring.
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requirements, it gives EU member states the authority to require monitoring in specific cases and when ordered by national authorities in accordance with national legislation. Additionally, the E-Commerce Directive does not prevent member states from applying, under national law, duties of care to service providers who host information provided by recipients of their service, in order to detect and prevent certain illegal activities.

Jurisdiction remains the biggest obstacle to the effective functioning of an international notice and takedown regime. The barriers to enforcement and adjudication created by jurisdictional difficulties could allow parties to ignore notice and take down orders ("NTO"), or they could promote the development of multilateral treaties that would cause NTO orders to be respected internationally. One form of multilateral treaty arrangement that may be effective is to allow countries to pass and enforce domestic controls within their own countries, but to limit extraterritorial enforcement until a specified percentage of countries had agreed to that control.

Ultimately, the country with the lowest controls could become the economic power of the 21st century, as users and companies servicing such users flock to the most reasonable and economically satisfying system of regulation.

VII. CONCLUSION

Internet service providers facilitating global electronic commerce by bringing together buyers and sellers typically have no knowledge of or control over the activities of their customers. Nonetheless, in an era of 1) rock-bottom barriers to market entry, 2) virtually no relationship between the cost of reaching a customer and the physical distance from buyer to seller, and 3) potential anonymity of Internet users, ISPs are in a unique position to assist law enforcement officials in safeguarding the public welfare and rights holders in protecting their valuable interests. Irrespective of the equity of holding ISPs responsible for the actions of their customers, they have been and will continue to be called upon to aid in controlling content and activity on the Internet. As a practical matter, this has resulted in the imposition of liability for the acts of third party customers or, in the case of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act,
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limitations on liability in exchange for assisting rights holders in their efforts to preserve their economic interests.

In order to foster the business certainty that service providers—from ISPs to e-commerce companies—require, in order to continue investing in infrastructure and services, a harmonized or uniform approach must be taken to the imposition of liability, including setting out qualified limitations on liability. Setting the ground rules, while relying on service providers to design, implement and manage the processes to comply with those rules, will lay a solid foundation on which to build a globally-networked economy fueled by electronic commerce activity.